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MARKET WATCH 

June 26 2018 

 Metals and Energy 

COMMODITY LAST OPEN HIGH LOW NETCHG PERCCHG VOL OI 

CHICAGO MERCANTILE EXCHANGE - COMEX 

SPOT GOLD 1,258.10 1,267.30 1,269.40 1,256.40 -10.8 -0.85% - - 

GOLD FUTURES 1,256.37 1,265.54 1,267.72 1,254.84 -9.17 -0.72% - - 

SPOT SILVER 16.19 16.32 16.35 16.145 -0.138 -0.85% - - 

SILVER FUTURES 16.203 16.328 16.361 16.152 -0.125 -0.77% - - 

COPPER FUTURES 3.01 3.007 3.022 3.002 0.001 0.00% - - 

NEW YORK MERCANTILE EXCHANGE (NYMEX) 

CRUDE OIL FUTURES 68.2 68.19 68.56 67.75 0.12 0.18% - - 

NATURAL GAS FUTURES 2.915 2.928 2.933 2.906 -0.006 -0.21% - - 

LONDON METALS EXCHANGE (LME) 

ALUMINUM 2,143.25 2,153.75 2,157.25 2,138.25 -9.25 -0.43% - - 

COPPER 6,715.75 6,711.50 6,744.75 6,705.50 11.25 0.17% - - 

LEAD 2,414.50 2,410.00 2,434.00 2,398.25 5 0.21% - - 

NICKEL 14,635.00 14,780.00 14,895.00 14,557.50 -150 -1.01% - - 

ZINC 2,849.75 2,850.75 2,867.50 2,816.00 1.25 0.04% - - 

MULTI COMMODITY EXCHANGE (MCX) 

GOLD 30495.00 30641.00 30452.00 30657.00 -162.00 -0.53% 4723 6224 

SILVER 39454.00 39711.00 39375.00 39645.00 -191.00 -0.48% 6689 13472 

         

CRUDE OIL 4667.00 4682.00 4627.00 4658.00 9.00 0.19% 51924 23538 

NATURAL GAS 199.20 200.10 198.30 198.70 0.50 0.25% 6542 2439 

         

ALUMINUM 147.20 147.60 146.45 147.40 -0.20 -0.14% 2655 2554 

COPPER 449.95 451.10 448.80 448.65 1.30 0.29% 18603 19876 

LEAD 164.40 164.75 163.10 164.15 0.25 0.15% 7162 2518 

NICKEL 994.50 1009.30 988.50 1002.00 -7.50 -0.75% 24314 7122 

ZINC 197.30 198.15 194.85 196.85 0.45 0.23% 16707 4867 
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KEY MARKET EVENTS/RELEASES 

COUNTRY DATA RELEASE/EVENT TIME IMPACT CONSENSUS PREVIOUS 

      

      

THE DAY AHEAD 

Precious Metals extend losses on stronger dollar 
  
Precious Metals are trading lower as a strong dollar index weighs on prices. Gold is trading at 1259.10, down 0.77% 
whereas Silver is at 16.21, down 0.72%. 
  
Despite the downside in Gold this week, bullish bets on safe haven assets seems to have increased over the previous 
week. CFTC COT data last week showed speculative net long positions on gold increased to 64,572 from 58,066 last 
week but prices failed to show the impact. US President Donald Trump said on Monday that he has ordered the US 
Trade Representative to identify $200 billion worth of China goods for additional tariffs. Trump said in a statement 
that the move would be in retaliation for China’s earlier decision to raise tariffs on $50 billion in US goods. The abrupt 
change in President Trump’s policies towards the trade war could be a key reason for volatility in the prices and the 
failure for longs to stay in the market. 
 
The technical picture calls for further downside in precious metals in the short term. Domestic Gold could test support 
at March lows of 30150.0-30200.0 in the short term whereas upsides should be limited to 30800.0. Silver could also 
decline to 39000.0-38600.0 in the short term. 
 
Base Metals trade volatile; trend remains weak 
  
Base Metals are trading with a mixed bias today with Nickel down over a percent at 14597.50 whereas Copper is up 
0.18% to trade at 6716.25 currently. 
  
Copper prices fell for a second week in a row pressured by fears that trade conflict between Washington and Beijing 
would hit demand in China, the top consumer of industrial metals. Similarly, zinc and aluminium prices also fell 
tracking the weakness of copper prices. Zinc prices also fell amid reports in China, the application of strict 
environmental regulations aimed at curbing pollution has led to sharp cutbacks in production, with some sites 
shutting down entirely. Copper also came under pressure as on-warrant stocks available to the market came down to 
252,375 MT which is up around 20,000 MT from the start of June, signaling good supply along with reports from ICSG 
saying that global refined market had a surplus of 55,000 MT in March and 87,000 in February. 
  
Technically, the breakdown below support at 452.0-453.0 should see prices come under further pressure and push 
the metal lower to 430.0-435.0 in the short term. The rest of the metals should also remain under pressure. 
  
Crude Oil trading unchanged; focus on API report 
  
Crude Oil futures are trading at 68.08, unchanged whereas Natural Gas is up 0.17% to trade at 2.92 currently. 
  
Oil prices recovered sharply yesterday as reports indicated that a Canadian Oil Sands project is shutting down to 
production issues and that Libya has given control of a major oil port to another national company which could lead 
to future supply issues. The market reacted on a positive note to the OPEC decision to increase production as it 
doesn’t add any real barrels to the market in the short term. 
  
The daily bias is positive for Crude Oil and we expect the rally to continue higher ahead of the weekly inventories 
report. Resistance is seen at 4725.0 whereas strong support comes into play at 4620.0 today. 
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MARKET TREND AND PIVOT POINTS 
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COMMODITY TREND R1 R2 R3 PIVOT S1 S2 S3 

GOLD NEUTRAL 30660.33 30710.66 30815.66 30605.66 30555.33 30500.66 30395.66 

SILVER NEUTRAL 39933.66 40071.33 40435.33 39707.33 39569.66 39343.33 38979.33 

CRUDE OIL BULLISH 4738.66 4805.33 4997.33 4613.33 4546.66 4421.33 4229.33 

NATURAL GAS BEARISH 202.33 204.76 209.06 200.46 198.03 196.16 191.86 

ALUMINUM NEUTRAL 149.33 150.06 151.66 148.46 147.73 146.86 145.26 

COPPER NEGATIVE 456.28 458.36 462.56 454.16 452.08 449.96 445.76 

LEAD NEUTRAL 165.36 166.83 170.63 163.03 161.56 159.23 155.43 

NICKEL NEGATIVE 1045.83 1052.86 1072.76 1032.96 1025.93 1013.06 993.16 

ZINC NEUTRAL 203.58 204.81 208.11 201.51 200.28 198.21 194.91 
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Any document, including this report, which is prepared by the research team of Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. 
(SMIFS) is circulated for the purpose of information only to the intended recipient and should not be replicated or quoted or    
circulated to any person/corporate or legal entities in any form. This document/ documents/ reports/ opinion should not be 
interpreted as an Investment/ taxation/ legal advice. While the information contained in the report has been procured in good 
faith, from sources considered/ believed to be reliable, all/ part of the statement/ statements/ opinion/ opinions/ view/ views in 
the report may not be considered to be complete or accurate. Therefore, it should only be relied upon at the recipients own risk.  
 
Research Analysts/ Economists/ Advisors/ Investment Strategists or any other spokes persons of the company (SMIFS) 
are often sought after for expressing their views on print/ electronic/ web media. The views expressed are purely based 
on their assumption/ understanding on fundamental approach/ technical and historic facts on the subject. The views 
expressed should not be construed as an offer to buy/ sell or hold equity/ commodity/ currencies or their derivatives. 
The views/ opinions expressed is for information purpose only, and may change due to underlying factors, related or 
unrelated or other market conditions and may or may not be updated.  
 
Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd, its subsidiaries, or any of its directors, employees, agents, and representatives 
shall not be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, special or consequential including lost revenue or lost 
profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information/ research reports/ opinions expressed.  
 
Disclosure: Clients/ associates of SMIFS Group may be holding positions in equities or their derivatives on which the 
research report is made or opinion is formed or views are expressed in print or electronic media. We ensure all compliance is 
adhered to with this report/ reports/ opinion or views expressed. 
 
Analyst ownership of the stock – NIL  
Analyst’s dependent relatives’ ownership in the stock – NIL  
 
Analyst Certification: The matter related to the report has been taken from sources believed reliable and the views 
expressed about the subject or issues in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst/ analysts. Stewart & 
Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. does not compensate partly or in full, directly or indirectly, related to specific 
recommendations or views expressed by the research analysts/ market strategists/ Portfolio Managers.  
 
REGISTRATION as required under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulation 2014 has been granted by Securities & Exchange Board of 
India (SEBI), registration number being INH300001474.  
 
Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. 
Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata 700020, West Bengal, India. 
Tel.: +91 33 6634 5408 /, Fax: 91 33 22893401 
 
Website: www.smifs.com 
 
For queries related to compliance of the report, please contact:  
- Sudipto Datta, Compliance Officer  
Contact No.: +91 33 66345414 / 4011 5414  
Email Id.: compliance@smifs.com / sudipta@smifs.com 
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